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Abstract 

         In this paper, we define some basic definition about subspace distributionally chaotic, 

subspace  irregular distributional and subspace distributional chaos criterion and we explain their 

relationship with each other and direct sum. 
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1.   Introduction 

         Let X  be a compact  space with metric d and T : X → X a continuous map. For x, y ∈ X and 

a positive real number t, put 

              Fxy( ) =          
 

 
                             , 

              F
*
xy( ) =          

 

 
                            , 

where caed{A} denote the cardinal number of the set A. We also adopt the convention that Fxy < 

F
*
xy 

 
means Fxy(     F

*
xy( ) for some, and hence for all, t in some interval. We have three 

possible types of DC: There is an uncountable set S ⊆ X such that for all x ≠ y in S, 

           DC1 F
*
xy≡ 1 and Fxy = 0 for some t > 0; 

           DC2 F
*
xy≡ 1 and Fxy < F

*
xy ; 

           DC3 Fxy < F
*
xy . 

Such pairs {x, y} are called DC1 pairs, DC2 pairs and DC3 pairs, respectively. 

 It is obvious that DC1 implies DC2 and DC2 implies DC3. In addition, we know  that  the three 

notions are equivalent if  X  is an interval [5,7,8]. Examples  

 

were given in [3,4] which have  DC2 pairs  but no DC1 pair, and in [1,2] which have  DC3 pairs 

but no DC2 pair. However, it was unknown whether or not DC2 implies DC1 and whether or not 

DC3 implies DC2 [6,9] in the sense of uncountable scrambled set.    
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      We give the definition of subspace distributionally chaotic, subspace irregutar distributional 

and  subspace distributional chaos criterion . 

Main Results 

1.1 Definition 

     A bounded linear operator T:X→X on Banach space and M be a closed non-zero subspace of 

X, the operator is called subspace distributionally chaotic for subspace M denoted by (M- 

distributionally chaotic), if there is an > 0 and an uncountable set M in which every pair of 

distinct points x,y satisfies 

   
   

   
 

 
                                

 and 

                                
 

 
                            . 

 

1.2 Definition 

    A vector x  M ,M be a closed non-zero subspace of X is said to be  subspace distributionally 

irregular for T denoted (M-distributionally irregular) if there are increasing sequences of integers 

A = (nk)k and B = (mk)k such that                   =                   = 1,       
        and         

      
      . 

 

1.3 Definition  

    An operator T : X
                  
      X satisfies the M-distributional chaos criterion (MDCC) if there exist 

sequences (xm)m and (ym)m in X0=M-{0} with ym                                satisfying 

(a)               ∈   , and 

(b) there is a sequence of positive integers (Nm)m increasing to , such that  

         
 

  
                

 
     

 
    . 

 

1.4 Example  

     Let T be bounded linear operator matrix on Banach space , we can define        
            
          such that 

   
   
   

  , where       

            
      ,       

            
        and    

  

  
  where   ∈    ,   ∈   . 

Such that   ,    are subspace of       . 
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     Let    satisfies the distributional chaos criterion and    is not satisfies the distributional chaos 

criterion such that         
         . 

Then 

     
  

   

  
   

   

              
        

      , then  

                    
   

   
      

   
   

   , we have   is not satisfies the distributional 

chaos criterion.  

 

        In the following theorems we prove that M-distributional chaos criterion give M-

distributionally irregular vector and M-distributionally chaotic. 

 

1.5 Theorem  

     If T:X
                 
      X  satisfies the M-distributional chaos criterion, then T admits a M-

distributionally irregular vector. 

Proof  

    We find a sequence (xm)m of normalized vectors in M and an increasing sequence (Nm)m of 

integers with Nm − Nm−1 tending to infinity such that 
 

  
                                  

 

 
,               (1)    

 

  
          

  :     >      1   1 2, = , ,2,…, -1,   (2) 

Where       

     Since our hypothesis obviously imply that     > 1, the series 

              
 

        
     

is convergent, thus x  M. We will show that x is a M-distributionally irregular vector for T. 

Indeed, 

       
 

        
          

 

        

   

        

                      
 

  
  

 

        
  

 

   
         

 
   
                

   if i < N2m,        > 2m        , and        < 
 

  
 ,k < m. Conditions (1) and (2) above 

imply 
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and we obtain an increasing sequence of integers B = (mk)k such that                    = 1 and 

              . On the other hand, 

        
 

        
          

 

    
  

 

        
   

 

            

       
        

       

 

If        , and           
 

    
         Condition (2)  above implies that 

 

     
                                

 

    
                

 

 
    

which gives an increasing sequence A = (nk)k of integers such that               = 1 and 

             =0, concluding the result.  

 

1.6 Theorem     

     If T: X 
                
      X admits a M-distributionally irregular vector x ∈   ⊆ X, then T is M-

distributionally chaotic. 

Proof 

    If x ∈ X is a M-distributionally irregular vector for T, then there exist increasing sequences of 

integers A = (nk)k and B = (mk)k such that dens(A) = dens(B) = 1,               and 

               . Let S := span{x}.        If y, z ∈ S ⊆ M , y ≠ z, then y − z =  x with   0. 

Therefore, 

                                                                  
     
       and   

                     
     
       

which yields that S is M-distributionally  -scrambled set for T, for every   > 0.  

 

      In following theorem we prove that the direct sum of operators is M-distributional chaos 

criterion then the operator is M- distributional chaos criterion.  

 

1.7 Theorem   

      An  operator T satisfies M- distribution chaos criterion if and only if TT is MM- 

distribution chaos criterion. 

Proof: 

     Let T be an M- distribution chaos criterion. there exist sequence of (xm)m and (ym)m  in M-{0} 

with ym         ∈                       satisfy 

(a)        .We have (         ) 0 that mean                . 

 

 

In the same time, there is a sequence of positive integers (Nm)m increasing to , such that     

         
 

  
                

 
     

 
       

 h t’   e   
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                                      . The conversely 

is similarity.  

 

     In the  following  theory  we  prove  that  if  we  have two operator S and T in X, be 

commuting operators and             and M be a subspace of X. If a vector x  is  M- 

distribution  irregular  of  T, then  Sx is SM- distribution irregular of T.  

 

1.8 Theorem  

     Let S, TB(X) satisfy the equation ST=TS,            , SMM and M be a closed non-

zero subspace of X. If T satisfies the M-distributional chaos criterion, then ST is SM-

distributional chaos criterion. 

Proof: 

    Let   in    subspace of M such that ( 
 

)                     . Satisfies    
                
      .We have 

(    )
               
     0, then (    )

               
     0, for each   ∈     subspace of SM. 

In the same time, there is a sequence of positive integers (Nm)m increasing to , such that     

                    
 

  
                

 
     

 
       

 

 h t’   e   

                    
 

  
                   

 
        

 
       

We have  

   
   

 

  

                 
 
      

 
       

Then  

      
 

  
                 

 
      

 
      ,where (  

 
)                       . 

Then ST is SM-Distributional chaos criterion.  

 

1.9 Corollary  

     Let T,SB(X) satisfy the equation ST=TS and             and SMM be a subspace of 

X. If a vector x of M- distribution irregular of T, then Sx is M-distribution irregular of T. 
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